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Case Number: S2308000053   Rev. A 
 

Release Date:  August 2023 

 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) Speed Displayed on the Cluster Does 

Not Match the Actual Speed Limit Sign 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complaint, when using the TRS 

system the cluster displays a speed limit sign showing a different speed then the posted speed limit 
sign for the area; or at times the change is slow to update to the correctly posted speed limit sign. 
Technician observed the same on certain roads.  
 

Discussion:  Do not replace any parts for this concern, replacement parts will perform the same. 

Engineering is requesting the Half module software to be updated for this this concern. Update the 
Half module, see TSB 08-132-23 to ensure the newest software version has been applied and the 
vehicle has been proxi aligned to complete.  
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